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"What's happening in the future?" asks Anneale Newitz, founding editor of io9, comes a story of time travel, murder, and the lengths we'll go to protect the ones we love. 1992: After a confrontation at a riot grill concert, seventeen-year-old Beth finds herself in a car with her friend's abusive boyfriend dead in the backseat, agreeing to help her friends hide the body. This murder sets Beth and her friends on a path of escalating violence and vengeance as they realize many other young women in the world need protecting too. 2022: Determined to use time travel to create a safer future, Tess has dedicated her life to visiting key moments in history and fighting for change. But rewriting the timeline isn't as simple as editing one person or event. And just when Tess believes she's found a way to make an edit that actually sticks, she encounters a group of dangerous travelers bent on stopping her at any cost. Tess and Beth's lives intertwine as war breaks out across the timeline—a war that threatens to destroy time travel and leave only a small group of elites with the power to shape the past, present, and future. Against the vast and intricate forces of history and humanity, is it possible for a single person's actions to echo throughout the timeline? Praise for The Future of Another Timeline: "An intelligent, gut-wrenching glimpse of how tiny actions, both courageous and venal, can have events that can be reversed and, if they can, what it might mean in terms of being with either one of two town reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.Is the historical novel the outsowed genre that some people imagine—form inseparable from romanticism, nationalism, and the nineteenth century? In this incisive, skeptical, experimental approach to the relationship between history and fiction these writers adopt and how they manipulate the years, the days, the hours to our whim. Jacob, left alone with so much of his life ahead of him, becomes obsessed with figuring out how. Even if he can change the laws of time, he isn't certain past events can be reversed and, if they can, what it might mean in terms of being with either one of two town reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied. Is the historical novel the outsowed genre that some people imagine—form inseparable from romanticism, nationalism, and the nineteenth century? In this incisive, skeptical, experimental approach to the relationship between history and fiction these writers adopt and how they manipulate the years, the days, the hours to our whim. Jacob, left alone with so much of his life ahead of him, becomes obsessed with figuring out how. Even if he can change the laws of time, he isn't certain past events can be reversed and, if they can, what it might mean in terms of being with either one of two town reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied. Is the historical novel the outsowed genre that some people imagine—form inseparable from romanticism, nationalism, and the nineteenth century? In this incisive, skeptical, experimental approach to the relationship between history and fiction these writers adopt and how they manipulate the years, the days, the hours to our whim. Jacob, left alone with so much of his life ahead of him, becomes obsessed with figuring out how. Even if he can change the laws of time, he isn't certain past events can be reversed and, if they can, what it might mean in terms of being with either one of two town reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied. Is the historical novel the outsowed genre that some people imagine—form inseparable from romanticism, nationalism, and the nineteenth century? In this incisive, skeptical, experimental approach to the relationship between history and fiction these writers adopt and how they manipulate the years, the days, the hours to our whim. Jacob, left alone with so much of his life ahead of him, becomes obsessed with figuring out how. Even if he can change the laws of time, he isn't certain past events can be reversed and, if they can, what it might mean in terms of being with either one of two...
history is flip-flopping from bad to worse. Two time machines are one too many and the duo’s time traveling career depend upon stopping the man. The exciting conclusion is literally out of this world.
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atmosphere at the home front, plush movie palaces, the Dodgers, the Knicks, boxing venues, old time radio and the neighborhood settlement houses with its open doors waiting to welcome the teeming masses. Anyone from small town or big city who was ever enriched by the nurturing warmth, the loyalties and camaraderie of the "neighborhood" will enjoy this major contribution to the oral history of America. This is a story told within the context of this country's transformation from "The Great Depression" to World War Two to "Baby Boomer" prosperity. The authors were both observers of and participants in what in retrospect proved to be a triumphant generation. The book is a collection of twelve narrations. The Prologue and the Epilogue are another nine actual factual stories. An additional fictional character or two may have drawn inspiration from circumstances and mixed and matched them to create a form. So there is Another Time, Another Place and then something happens. The stories range from soul searching to jinxed houses. There are two women who changed their lives' destiny by taking willful decisions. How family relationships can go all wrong. Army men when facing adverse and uncertain situations. And how a world war which was the beginning for one and the ending for another. And how she herself comes into her own and finds her purpose in life.NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Celebrate all the ways love makes us who we are with this enthralling and poignant follow-up to the New York Times bestseller Every Day—a new major motion picture. David Leavitt turns his New York Times bestseller Every Day on its head by flipping perspectives in this exploration of love and how it can change you. Every day is the same for Rhiannon. She has accepted her life, convinced herself that she deserves her distant, temperamental boyfriend, Justin, even established guidelines by which to live: Don't be too needy. Avoid upsetting him. Never get your hopes up. Until the morning everything changes. Justin seems to see her, to want to be with her for the first time, and they share a perfect day—a perfect day Justin doesn't remember the next morning. Confused, depressed, and desperate for another day as great as that one, Rhiannon starts questioning everything. Then, one day, a stranger tells her that the Justin she spent that day with, the one who made her feel like a real person... wasn't Justin at all.'Jodi Taylor is quite simply the Queen of Time. Her books are a swashbuckling joyride through History' C. K. MCDONNELL 'A great mix of British properness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' — BOOK 12 IN THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING CHRONICLES OF ST MARY'S SERIES With a new fass of Jack, a new rewrote of Cogman and Hilarious depiction ofFlow Club --- 'It's time, Max.' And so, a whole new chapter opens up It's long been known that if a thing can go wrong, it will. With knobs on, usually. Disasters start to pile up. A new colleague with no respect for the past and a great deal to prove. Historians lose in time. And - worst of all - Rosie Lee on her very first job to the smallest of Max's dubious discharge. From the England of 1919 to the Ukraine of Babel - it's all going horribly wrong. Jobless and homeless, Max receives an offer she can't refuse. Another time, another place. A refuge, perhaps. She's got that wrong, too. Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it.'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force' Adored and nurtured by his adoptive parents in California, Asher Stone has moved effortlessly through a nearly perfect life. He is on the verge of a professional soccer career when a car accident throws his future into doubt. Suddenly, Asher begins to wonder about his past, and about the girl who gave him up for adoption in Colombia two decades ago. And so begins his journey, the search for the woman who changed his life. He travels through the streets of Bogota to a quiet, hidden city for the poor and homeless and finds a girl named Rita. Fleeing her home and her family, she went on a journey that followed. But as Asher comes closer to finding Rita, his own parents are faced with fears and doubts. And Rita must soon make her own momentous choice: stay hidden in her hard-earned new life, or meet the secret son who will bring painful memories—or the promise of a new beginning... A tale inspired by the unsolved 1986 assassination of Prime Minister Olof Palme finds an investigation by detectives Anna Holt and Bo Jarnebring put on indefinite hold by a corrupt senior official before Swedish Security Police newcomer Lars Johansson reopens the case and follows leads to the highest levels of government.A Delightfully funny collection of stories for EVERY child and the child in EVERY adult. Totally modern characters set into a classic fairy tale. Dragons, Knights, wizard, a Prince and princess, pirates, frogs who are waiting for the magic kiss that just might turn them into handsome princes... something to charm and delight ALL readers. Suitable for bedtime stories, or ANY age group!Once upon another time, the world was young and new. If you want to know this world, there's something you can do With sweeping landscapes and up-close details of the natural world, Once Upon Another Time takes readers through a lyrical exploration of the world as it was. In the pages that follow, the present, this world, is brought alive as a warm invitation for children--and all people--to appreciate, explore, and protect the magic and wonder of this planet we call home. Written by award-winning authors Charles Ghigna and Matt Forrest Esenwine, and illustrated by Andrés F. Landázuri, Once Upon Another Time is a stunning portrait of a world that used to exist, and can still be found—if you just know where to look.Of Another Time is a novel about the childhood adventures of Emom Barua, Barua, Kansan Konwar, Jai Saiikia, Rupa Choudhuri and Puja Barua as they grow up in their neighborhood in the banks of the mighty Brahmaputra. Set in the heart of India's North-East in the closing decades of the last century at a time when insurgency and terrorism was at its height not only in the North-East but other parts of India. In Of Another Time the contemporary Indian society has been shown through the eyes of children and all types of characters appear. The fortunes of some characters ends happily while the fortunes of some ends in tragedy. Both ordinary and extra-ordinary incidents fill the pages with the novel. Murders, bank robberies and other evils of contemporary Indian society like oppression of women and dowry are realistically narrated. Of Another Time (2005) is Mr Bhattacharyya's first novel. Mr Bhattacharyya has also published Spring Also Comes (2010), a collection of short stories which has won him experiences memories from another time and is inexplicably drawn back to a time that she does not understand. But when she meets the love she did not remember and is incapable of going backVictoria, a time traveler must find someone to send back to the 14th century to retrieve an amulet without which she cannot survive. She finds Laura, a computer programmer who has been working on a virtual reality program that takes place in a little town. With Laura's help, Victoria realizes her life's plight and sends help before it's too late! The tale of a man imprisoned and reviled by his own countrymen, the Fable follows its character's decline from virulent hatred to near madness as a result of his violent frustration with the hypocrisy and banality of his fellow beings. In part because of the story's clear link to his own case -- and because of the legal and political difficulties this presented -- Celine was compelled to push his famously elliptical, brilliantly vitriolic language to new and extraordinary extremes in Fable For Another Time. The resulting linguistic and stylistic innovation make this work stand out as one of the most original and revealing literary undertakings
of its time."—BOOK JACKET.

"Jillian Cantor’s In Another Time is a love song to the most powerful of all human emotions: hope. It is the story of Max and Hanna, two star-crossed lovers fighting to stay together during an impending and inevitable war. It is a story of love, of loss, and of triumph over impossible odds. It is a love story that will take your breath away. It is a love story that will break your heart.

"In Another Time" is a love story that will take your breath away. It is a love story that will break your heart. It is a love story that will make you believe in the power of love and the strength of the human spirit. It is a love story that will make you believe in the possibility of a happy ending. It is a love story that will make you believe in the possibility of love and the power of the human spirit. It is a love story that will make you believe in the possibility of a happy ending.